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Petrographic and Field Characteristics
of Marie Byrd Land Volcanic Rocks
\VESLEY E. LEMASURIER
University of Colorado
Denver Center
Preliminary petrographic studies of samples collected during the Marie Byrd Land Survey of 19671968 indicate that the lavas in this entire region are
alkaline. Alkalinity is indicated petrographically by the
presence of alkali pyroxenes in virtually all rocks
except basalts, and b y the predominance of alkali
feldspar as phenocrysts in the andesites and the more
acid rocks of the region. Similar observations were
made by petrographers that accompanied the earlier
oversrinw traverses to various parts of this area (An derson, 1960: Doumani and Ehlers, 1962).
'Fhc basaltic rocks in central Marie Byrd Land are
characterized inineralogicallv by olivine and titanatigite in the groundmass, and by plagioclase phenocrysts and groundmass grains with broad, soda-rich
rims. These rocks are found principally in two geologic occurrences: (1 a basal sequence of horizontal
flows or hyaloclastite beds, and (2) parasitic cones
on the flanks of stratovolcanoes. The basal sequence
rests on a nearly flat bedrock erosion surface which
is exposed in various ni.inataks along the Hobbs Coast,
at Mounts Aldaz and Murphy, and in the Kohler
Range. In the Crary Mountains, and apparently also
at Toney Mountain, a basalt sequence forms a foundation upon which the stratovolcanoes of these ranges
were built. The basaltic character of hyaloclastites in
the basal sequences is recognizable in clasts that are
composed of sideromnelane or tachylite, with phenocrysts of olivine, titanaugite and labradorite.
The parasitic cones are composed of beds of cinders
and bombs, interbedded with basalt flow rock. The
flows are petrographically indistinguishable from
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flows in the basal sequences, but ultramafic nodules
are much more common in the parasitic cones. Most
of the nodules examined contain about 50 percent
olivine, plus variable proportions of orthopvroxene,
clinopyroxene, and a brown garnet tentativel y identified as melanite.
Stratovolcanoes, many exceeding 4,000 m (13,000
feet) in height, make up most of the Flood, Ames,
and Executive Committee Ranges, Mount Takahe,
Toney Mountain, and the Crary Mountains. They are
composed of trachyandesite flows and tuff breccias,
and apparently lesser amounts of trachyte and
rhyolite. Mounts Waesche and Hartigan are stratovolcanoes that are exceptional in that each is composed
of a large proportion of basalt. The trachyandesites
are rich in olivine and soda-iron pyroxene, which may
be found in the groundmass or as phenocrysts. Some
of these rocks carry modal nepheline and socialite.
Feldspar phenocrysts in the trachyandesites are most
commonly anorthoclase, similar to that described by
Boudette and Ford (1966).
The more acid rocks are marked by the disappearance of olivine, the appearance of alkali amphibole in
some samples, and by sanidine as phenocrysts in place
of anorthoclase. Aegerine-augite appears as phenocrysts in even the most acid rocks, and quartz phenocrvsts are found in some of the rhyolites.
The trachytic and rhyolitic rocks all appear to be
peralkaline, and the entire petrographic province is
unusual in that both silica-undersaturated and silicaoversaturated varieties of peralkaline rock are found.
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Volcanic Rocks of the Ross Island Area
SAM cci. B. IREVES

Department of Geology
Uniz'ersitv of Nebraska
During parts of 1968 and 1969, the data and rocks
collected during the 1967-1968 field season in the
Ross Island area were studied. The field observations
and mapping and subsequent work on specimens and
thin sections indicate the following at this time
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Cape Crozier consists primarily of trachyte plugs
and younger basalt and scoria vents. Basaltic units
older than the trachyte may be present. Pyroclastic
units of various ages are found, and some large pillows
(? occur in the bedded pyroclastic rocks.
White Island appears to consist primarily of pyroclastic units, olivine basalt, and scoria. The cones and
rib-like ridges that partially connect all of the outcrop
areas are constructed essentially of pyroclastic rocks
that are partially covered by a thin mantle of basalt
and scoria.
Black Island consists of trachyte plugs, olivine
basalt, and scoria. Some green, trachytic glass and
breccia occur at Mount Aurora.
Additional field work was done at Cape Royds,
Cape Evans, Brown Peninsula, and Minna Bluff, and
in the McMurdo area. In general, the results of this
work are similar to those reported earlier by the
author. Work on specimens collected by Dr. G.
Denton and M. Alford from Mounts Erebus and
Terror indicate that the trachyte (Kenyte) high on
the flanks of Mount Erebus is the same as the rocks
that occur at Capes Royds and Evans. A specimen
from Mount Terror rocks consists of olivine and iddingsite.
Mount Cis appears to be a pingo rather than a
vent. Remnants of a yellowish trachyte flow (?),
11 1/2 m thick, cap this feature.
Miers Valley and the "Brando" vent in the Radian
Glacier area were studied. The unit identified as a
Kenyte by earlier workers in Miers Valley appears to
be a porphyritic (plagioclase-phenocryst) basalt.

Pedology of Enderby Land, Antarctica*
E. E. MACNAMARA

Department of Geological Sciences and
Center for Marine and Environmental Studies
Lehigh University
Although the ice-free portions of Antarctica comprise only about 4 percent of the present-day continental surface, pedologic investigations are yielding
data important in the understanding of periglacial
environments and weathering processes. With few
notable exceptions, detailed pedologic studies in Antarctica have been conducted in West Antarctica,
iiiainlv in Victoria Land. As the USARP exchange
* The field and laboratory studies upon which this report
is based were supported by the Office of Antarctic Programs, National Science Foundation. Logistic support was
furnished by the 12th and 13th Soviet Antarctic Expeditions.
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scientist to the 12th Soviet Antarctic Expedition, the
author collected field data and soils from the ice-free
areas (oases) of coastal Enderby Land. The data derived and reduced to date indicate that these soils
differ measurably in many parameters from the
the soils
of Victoria Land. The present postulate is that the
coastal Enderby Land soils more closely resemble
arctic soil conditions than the soils of Victoria Land.
Soil morphology and moisture dynamics of a soil
group tentatively designated red and brown ahumisolic have been described (MacNamara, 1969). In
contrast to the ahumic soils of Victoria Land (Jensen,
1916; Tedrow and Ugolini, 1966; Claridge, 1965;
Ugolini, 1963, 1964, 1967; Campbell and Claridge,
1969; Ugolini and Bull, 1965; McCraw, 1967), these
soils of coastal Enderby Land have well-developed
horizonation, bright colors, visible structural elements,
and are deep and moist. The average soil moisture
contents throughout the profile are three to four times
greater than those reported from Victoria Land. Figs.
1 and 2 present soil-moisture data from two soil sites
monitored over a 12-month period. The term
"impeded drainage" is used to describe the moisture
content when all the overlying soil is thawed but thu
underlying material is frozen. In general, zones of
continuous high moisture content are finer textured
and exhibit structural reorientations. These are the
zones of maximum weathering, color development,
structure development, etc., approximating the B horizons of the classical soil.
Further laboratory investigations have shown that
the Enderby Land soils have acid soil environments
with greater cation exchange capacities, lower quantities of water-soluble salts, and differing ratios of exchangeable cations than formerly reported in Antarctica.
The composition of water-extractable ions front a
representative ahumisolic soil profile, as sampled in
the late-summer or dryperiod, is presented in the
table. The concentration of the more mobile ions in
the surface layers is the result of two processes: vertical migration of soil solutions in response to thermal
gradients with subsequent deposition of soluble salts
when the phase transformation from liquid to vapor
occurs and minor additions of wind-borne salts (aerosols) from the nearby open sea. Local on-shore
breezes (upslope winds) develop during the summer
periods as a result of the intensive heating of the
exposed rock and soil surfaces. The surface-deposited
salts are, to a large extent, stripped and blown to sea
during infrequent summer storms and the first major
storms of autummmn, for these are associated with strong
katabatic (downslope) winds.
The effect of the stripping during the early fall
storms has been shown by analysis of wind-driven
snow captured at the 1-in level. This snow had high
(2-7 ppmmm) concentrations of water-soluble silica,
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